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SOME DETAILS OF THE PARIS-MADRID RACING 
AUTOMOBILES. 

Specially prepared for the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SuP
PLEMENT by Our PARI� CORRESPONDENT. 

Ill. THE SERPOLLET STEAM RACERS; DE DIETRICH HEAVY 
CAR; AND DARRACQ LIGHT-WEIGHT MACHINE. 

THE new 20 and 40 horse power Serpollet steam 
racers, which were built specially for the Paris-Madrid 

flash tubes. In the regular machines, the to-and-fro 
movement of the pumps is obtained by a set of ec
centric disks mounted side by side on the same shaft. 
The set can be shifted back and forth so that any one 
of the disks can push the lever arm of the pump, and, 
as the disks are set at different angular positions, the 
stroke of the pump is varied accordingly. �'or the 
ordinary machines, five or six disks are enough to give 
all the different speeds which are required; but, as 
the motor is now much more powerful, the change 

FORTY HORSE POWER SERPOLLET STEAM RAUER BUlL'f FOR THE 
PARIS-MADRID RACE. 

event, pre�nt many points of interest, as their con
struction has been considerably changed from the 
preceding types. The motor has been shortened and 
made more compact, while retaining the essential feat
ures of the two steam cylinders on each side, with 
their inlet and exhaust valves at the outer ends and 
controlled by the long valve-rods which bear against 
the central cam shaft through rollers. The suspension 
arms of the motor are now spread wide apart, so as to 
give it a solid support, in view of the shocks which it is 
apt to receive on the road. The motor and the accom
panying mechanism, instead of being mounted on a 
separate frame of special form as before, is now simply 
fixed to two I-beams running across the chassis, mak
ing a lighter construction. The motor of the 40 horse 
power machine has double the cylinder volume of the 
20 horse power, using a 3.6-inch cylinder bore and a 
5-inch stroke. The chassis of the racing cars are built 
of pressed steel in place of channel iron. The flash 
tubes of the boiler have been considerably increased in, 
heating surface per element. A certain number of 
these elements are superposed to form the boiler, 
which is heated from below by a special oil burner. 
While the surface of the elements is increased, fewer 
of them are used, so that the boiler is now lower than 
before, which gives it a better shape. The boiler has 
two tubes for the water inlet instead of a single one, 
for' while its normal output is 40 horse power, it 
may be called upon at certain times to give as high as 
200 horse power, and the change must be made very 
rapidly. Hence the necessity of the double supply and 
the two pumps which feed the boiler. The latter is 
now mounted in the extreme rear of the car. The 
Paris-Madrid racers have been still further modified 
over the car which was used lately at Nice, as the PO
sition of the working parts is considerably changed. 
The exterior form of the car is also quite different, as 

from one disk to the next would be too abrupt, and 
so a great number of eccentrics would be needed to 
give an easy gradation. This would be too cumber
some, however, so an entirely different method is 
adopted, which gives a very light and compact mechan-

eccentric carries a strap,. S, which is connected below 
to a sector, M. The motor shaft also has a strap, R, 
whose outer end is pivoted to the sector at the upper 
part. Upon the strap, R, is mounted a rod, q, by which 
the sector can be shifted up or down. 'The sector 
presses against the roller, C, of the pump lever. By 
moving the rod, q, up or down, the sector is displaced 
more or less' in the vertical direction, and the part 
which bears upon the roller will be shifted to the 
right when the sector is elevated and vice versa. Thus 
the position of the sector relative to the eccentric is 
adjusted, and a greater or less stroke is given to the 
pump. As shown in the diagram, the sector is in the 
position of zero stroke and the pump does not work. 
Upon lifting the rod, the pump commences to operate 
and the stroke is increased progressively up to the, 

._maximum. The second diagram, Fig. 2, shows the act-
,# ual method of mounting. The motor shaft, A, carries 

the eccentric, B, while k l is the sector which operates 
the water and oil pumps, P p, by a common lever 
which carries the roller, C. The spring, E, keeps the 
roller always pressed against the sector. The upper 
lever, R, carries the rod, q, which is connected by the 
various lever arms, 0, n, m, with the main lever, B, 
which the driver operates over a notched sector to ob
tain the different speeds of· the car. 

The De Dietrich cars now use the new system de
vised by Turcat and Mery, and although it has been 
in use for onlS a year or more it has already proved 
very successful. The fact that the new racing cars took 
such a high place in the race this year is certainly 
a new point in their favor. 'fhe characteristic of the 
new system lies rather in the number of improvements 
in the details, and especially the facility of inspection 
and repair, although it has several new features. 
The motor bf the racing machines, which has two 
pairs of cylinders, gives 45 horse power. The position 
of the motor will be observed in the general view of 
the car. A cock at the top of each cylinder can be 
opened to make sure that the cylinder is giving its 
proper explosion, and can also be used to put in a 
small amount of gasoline in order to start the motor 
after long standing. On the side of the crank case 
are two large covers, one opposite each pair of cylin
ders, which can easily be taken off and the inside of 
the case inspected. In the regular model of this make, 
the inlet valves are automatic, but in thf; racing cars 
the inlet valve is mechanically operated, The water 
jacket is cast with the cylinders, the whole forming 

J'ERPOfLET FIG. 2. 

, the torpedo shape is no longer used. The engravings 
, show the 40 horse power car with its pointed front, 

and the 20 horse power, which has a square build. An
other view shows the chassis of the 40 horse power 
machine. Both the gasoline and water reservoirs are 
now contained in the front box. Under it is the set of 
copper tubes which forms the condenser, while the rad
iator is mounted in the front of the car. 

FIG. 1.-PUMP-CONTROLLIN6 ECCENTRIC. FIG. 2.-METH OD OF MOUNTING. 

DETAILS OF THE SERPULLET PUMP-OPERATING MECHANISM. 

One of the features of the racing machines is the 
new disposition which is adopted for operating the 
pumps which work together to feed the water to the 
boiler and the oil to the burner. The two pumps are 
worked by the same lever, so that the oil feed and, 
conse1uently, the heat of the flame, will always be 
proportional to the amount of water sent into the 

ism. The principle is illustrated in the diagram, 
Fig. 1, in which A is the motor shaft, carrying the ec
centric, B. The object is to give a to-and-fro movement 
to the roller, C, on the pump lever, by the rotation of 
the shaft, and, at the same time, to be able to adjust 
the length of the stroke by means of a lever. The 

an integral casting. The ignition current is generated 
by a magneto machine, which is operated from the 
motor and is bolted directly to the crank case, its 
gearing being contained in an oil-tight casing. The 
water is circulated by a small turbine pump driven by 
a chain, and also on the thermo-siphon principle. The 

A TWENT� HORSE POWER SERPOLLET RACER BUILT FOR THE 
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latter can be used if the pump should fail to work. 
The position of the radiator, which is placed directly 
against the pointed front, will. be observed. 

A carbureter of an improved type is employed, which 
is shown in section in the diagram. At D is the float· 
feed, but in this case it is not balanced by counter
weights, which are likely to change their position 
owing to the shocks of the road. The counterweights 
are therefore replaced by a spring, M, situated on the 

THE DE DIETRICH MOTOR-CROSS·SECTION 
TH,J.WUGH CYL1:NDER. 

outside, which balances the weight of the float. By 
adjusting the spring, which can be done from the car, 
the action of the needle valve, E, is controll.ed, and a 
very close regulation can be obtained, which results 
in an economy of fuel. Another method of regulating 
the carbureter is by the action of the piston, L, which 
is generally connected with the ball governor of the 
motor, and, as. it slides back and forth, stops more 
or less the orifice which leads from the atomizing 
nozzle, H, to the outlet pipe, I, above. This move
ment, however, can be controlled independently by a 

THE DE DIETRICH CARBURETER. 

separate lever, by moving which the driver can cut 
down the supply of gas to the motor. Thus the speed 
can be considerably changed while still running on 
the high gear, by throttling the gas supply and vary
ing the ignition. 

The other diagram shows a section of the friction 
clutch. The clutch has been considerably improved 
in detail. The cone, B, of the clutch turns loose on 
the shaft, and is slid back and forth by a fork working 
on the collar, C. Should the spring of the clutch 
break, in most cases it is a long operation to replace 

THE DE DIETRICH CLUTCH. 

it. The inventors have overcome this difficulty by 
placing the spring at the top, at R, where it is only 
necessary to lift up the flooring, detach the pedal, P, 
from the rod, unscrew the two nuts, a and b, and put 
on a new spring. The speed changes are made by a 
set of gears, which are slid along on the lower shaft 
by means of the speed lever, so as to bring them into 
mesh with the various gears of the upper set, mounted 
on the other shaft that drives the differential. The 
reverse is obtained by interposing an intermediate 

pinion between the driving pinion and the slow-speed 
gear wheel in the regular manner. 

The De Dietrich car shown herewith, driven by 
Mr. Stead, collided with another racer while trying 
to pass it. Stead was badly injured, and his mechanic 
was instantly killed. Charles Jarrott, on another De 
Dietrich car, the first machine to start in the race 
and the fourth to finish at Bordeaux, we illustrated in 
June 20. Mme. Du Gast drove a third De Dietrich car. 

While the cars in the heavy-weight or regular auto
. mobile class are allOwed a maximum weight of 2,200 
pounds, the light·weight class includes the cars weigh
ing between 880 and 1,430 pounds. A good example 

is transmitted from the gear box to the differential 
by a straight shaft with universal joints. The differ
ential is of an improved design. The rear axle of 
the car turns in a tube, each side of which is joined 
to the differential case in the center. The jointed 
driving shaft, coming from the gear box, terminates 
in a pinion, which engages with a large bevel gear 
on the differential. The side thrust of the pinion 
upon the gear, which is unavoidable with a bevel gear 
drive, is taken up by a ball-bearing. The entire rear axle 
is mounted on ball bearings, and the differential and 
driving gears are all in a tight case made in two halves 
and filled with lubricating grease. The brakes of the 

AT THE WEIGHING GROUNDS. ONE OF THE WINNING 
DE DIETRICH CARS. 

of the light-weight car is the Darracq, which was one 
of the winners in the Bordeaux stage. Our view of 
the Darracq racer shows the complete machine with 
the bonnet removed. The motor is built for 45 horse 
power, and has four cylinders mounted in pairs upon 
the crank case. Both inlet and exhaust valves are op
erated mechanically by a cam shaft inside the motor 
case. The exhaust valves are on the outside of each 
pair of cylinders and the four exhaust pipes pass down 
vertically to a cylindrical muffiing box. Between 
the exhaust valves are the two inlet valves; each pair 
is supplied by an inlet pipe which passes over the top 
of the motor to the rear, where the two pipes join on 
to the tube leading to the carbureter, which has a 
valve for controlling the gas supply. The carbureter 
is of the float-feed and atomizer pattern, and is de
signed so that the quantities of gasoline and air for the 
explosive mixture are automatically proportioned to 
secure a maximum efficiency whatever may be the 
speed of the motor. In the racing machines, the motor 
can make from 100 to 1,500 revolutions per minute. 
The water-jackets are cast in the same piece with 
the motor .cylinders, and the water pump chamber is 
cast with the crank case. The diagram of the motor 
shows the disposition of the pump, which is of the 
sliding vane type, with its outlet pipe shown at D. 
The pump is fitted with a filter to remove the 
impurities. One feature of the Darracq machine is 
that the motor, pump, and ignition apparatus form a 
compact piece, which may be detached from the chassis 
by simply taking off four bolts, without disturbing the 
remaining parts. Difficulties due to the ignition have 
been avoided as much as possible by making the igni
tion system very compact and placing all the parts 
near each other and within easy reach. The batteries 
and spark coil are mounted quite near the spark plugs, 
which diminishes the length of wire and hence the 
troubles from this cause. The radiator is placed quite 
close to tlle motor; it is of the wing tube type and 

racing car are specially improved and are entirely me
tallic. The pedal brake, which operates on the differen
tial, is likely to heat up in going down long grades, 
owing to its high speed, and a new form of brake is 
used here, working upon a drum which is kept cool 
by a water circulation from the pump. The motor is 
lubricated by an oiler, but all the other parts of the 
mechanism work in consistent grease and require no 
attention. The oiler for the motor is a new feature. 
It is automatic, and the supply of oil is assured by 
connecting the oil tank with a water pressure from 
the main pump. The oiling thus commences with the 
first few turns of the motor, and ceases when the motor 
stops, and the supply is kept proportional to the motor 
speed. The Darracq racer was one of the few to run 
with alcohol, using a mixture of half gasoline and half 
alcohol. 

DIRECT PRODUCTION OF X-RAYS IN THE AIR. 

EXPERIMENTS have .proved to me that X-rays can be 
produced directly in the air (without having recourse 
to the Crookes vacuum) originating under the simul
taneous influence of ultra-violet rays and of an electric 
field. 

If such a field is created between the two armatures 
of an air condenser, and a pencil of ultra-violet radia
tions is directed on one of the armatures, there is a 
production of X-rays. 

These rays are propagated in the same direction as 
the lines of electric force of the field. They are not 
emitted in other directions. They have a greater ac
tivity when the direction of the lines of force is the 
same as that of the propagation of ultra-violet rays; 
that is, when the illuminated armature is of negative 
polarity. 

The activity of the emitted X-rays is then dependent 
on the intensity of the e'lectric field, on the intensity 
of the ultra-violet rays, on the wave length of these, 

DARRACQ LIGHT CAR. 

built very compact. The water pipes leading to the 
motor from the radiator are made as short as possible 
to avoid breaking. In the rear of the moior are the 
flywheel and friction clutch mounted together, then 
a short piece of shaft connects to the change-gear box, 
which is of the sliding gear type, giving three speeds 
and reverse, and does not present any special features, 
except that at the highest speed the motor shaft is 
'ocked directly with the shaft of the differential and 
drives it without the nile of �earin�. The movement 
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and lastly on the.·nature of the substances in the sur
face of which they originate. 

The general properties of X-rays produced directly 
in the air are identical with those produced by means 
of the Crookes tubes. 

They discharge the substances electrized after tneir 
passage through aluminium and black paraffined paste
board. They possess photogenic properties. The Il!ltra
violet rays which serve to produce these rays can be 
obtained froPli different sources, such as the electric 
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